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We investigate the impact of threading dislocations with an edge component (a or a + c type) on carrier
recombination and diffusion in GaN(0001) layers close to the surface as well as in the bulk. To this end,
we utilize cathodoluminescence imaging of the top surface of a GaN(0001) layer with a deeply buried
(In,Ga)N quantum well. Varying the acceleration voltage of the primary electrons and comparing the signal
from the layer and the quantum well enables us to probe carrier recombination at depths ranging from the
close vicinity of the surface to the position of the quantum well. Our experiments are accompanied by fully
three-dimensional Monte Carlo simulations of carrier drift, diffusion, and recombination in the presence of
the surface, the quantum well, and the dislocation, taking into account the dislocation strain field and the
resulting piezoelectric field at the dislocation outcrop. Near the surface, this field establishes an exciton
dead zone around the dislocation, the extent of which is not related to the carrier diffusion length. However,
reliable values of the carrier diffusion length can be extracted from the dipolelike energy shift observed
in hyperspectral cathodoluminescence maps recorded around the dislocation outcrop at low acceleration
voltages. For high acceleration voltages, allowing us to probe a depth where carrier recombination is
unaffected by surface effects, we observe a much stronger contrast than expected from the piezoelectric
field alone. This finding provides unambiguous experimental evidence for the strong nonradiative activity
of edge threading dislocations in bulk GaN and hence also in buried heterostructures.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevApplied.17.024019

I. INTRODUCTION

Much of the commercial success of the group-III nitrides
for semiconductor devices is rooted in their relative toler-
ance against the presence of threading dislocations [1–4].
GaN-based light-emitting diodes with external quantum
efficiencies up to 80% still have threading dislocation den-
sities of the order of 108–109 cm−2 [5,6], values that would
be intolerable in other III-V semiconductors. Despite over
two decades of research, the role of dislocations for the
nonradiative recombination in GaN remains a controver-
sial topic [7–9].

In early studies, the comparatively benign nature of dis-
locations in GaN(0001) layers was attributed to the high
ionicity of the material [10] or to the diffusion length being
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smaller than the average dislocation distance [1,11]. Alter-
natively, it was suggested that the dislocation spacing may
actually be the decisive factor limiting the diffusion length
[12–15]. More recent works on free-standing GaN(0001)
layers with very low dislocation densities, however, sug-
gest that point defects are the limiting factor [16,17]. No
consensus has been reached concerning the nonradiative
nature of the different threading dislocations in GaN(0001).
While some authors reported both a-type (edge) and
c-type (screw) threading dislocations to be nonradiatively
active, others reported either the former [18] or the lat-
ter [19] to be inactive. Several studies have also attributed
specific defect emission lines in GaN to the presence of dis-
locations [20,21], and thus associated them with radiative
centers.

At the first glance, for any dislocation, dangling bonds
at the dislocation core are expected to create deep states
in the gap that are likely to act as nonradiative centers.
However, the core may reconstruct, removing dangling
bonds and the associated electronic states. For each type of
threading dislocation in GaN(0001), theoretical work has
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proposed a number of different core structures, some of
which are expected to induce nonradiative centers, while
others are not [22–24]. Beyond the direct impact of the dis-
location core, the long-range strain field of the dislocations
may attract impurities and native point defects (Cottrell
atmosphere [25]), which may possibly dominate the “out-
ward” behavior of the dislocation [26–28]. For example,
defect-related luminescence associated with dislocations is
commonly attributed to point defects in their vicinity [8].
In consequence, the specific effects of dislocations on the
optical and electrical properties of a sample may depend
on the growth method and growth conditions.

The strain field of edge threading dislocations [29]
induces a dipole-shaped shift of the band-gap energy
around the dislocation line [30–32]. A screw component
is accompanied by shear strain, but does not contribute to
the normal strain components, and mixed dislocations thus
exhibit essentially the same energy shift as edge thread-
ing dislocations. In piezoelectric materials such as GaN,
the strain field of a dislocation generally induces a piezo-
electric polarization, which in turn may give rise to electric
fields. The threading dislocations relevant for GaN(0001)
layers are actually an exception in this regard: for the
wurtzite crystal structure, dislocations running parallel to
the 〈0001〉 direction do not induce a piezoelectric field in
the bulk, in contrast to dislocations along other directions
[33,34].

However, the sample surface constitutes a stress-free
boundary, leading to a complex three-dimensional strain
distribution also for 〈0001〉-oriented dislocations [35].
This nonuniform strain field has been recognized only
recently to result in a corresponding piezoelectric field
around the outcrop of a-type edge dislocations [36,37].
This field may be strong enough to dissociate excitons and
to spatially separate electrons and holes, thus inhibiting
their radiative recombination up to a depth of about 140
nm [37]. Depending on the quadrant in which the exciton
resides with respect to the dislocation at the moment of
dissociation, the direction of the field is such as to repel
electrons and to attract holes, or vice versa. Nonradiative
recombination of electrons and holes can thus occur with
electrons and holes being driven to the dislocation from
different directions. As a consequence, for any experiment
with a probe depth not significantly larger than these 140
nm, exciton field ionization will be the rate-limiting step
instead of diffusion toward the dislocation line [38].

Such experiments include the most popular ones for
imaging dislocations, namely, cathodoluminescence (CL)
and photoluminescence (PL) maps taken at the surface of
GaN layers. The dark spots observed in these maps are
invariably taken as direct evidence for the nonradiative
activity of threading dislocations, including the edge (a),
mixed (a + c), and screw (c) types [1,12,19,30,32,39–43].
In contrast, for the edge and mixed types, the recent work
of Taupin et al. [36] and Kaganer et al. [37,38] suggests

that the contrast observed stems from the piezoelectric
field at the dislocation outcrop, and is only marginally
affected by an additional nonradiative activity of the dislo-
cation line [38]. However, it is the latter that is relevant for
device structures used for light-emitting diodes and diode
lasers, where the active region is buried at a depth sig-
nificantly exceeding the reach of the piezoelectric fields
at the surface. Beyond the empirical knowledge that high
densities of threading dislocations do indeed degrade the
luminous efficacy of LEDs [5,44], there is surprisingly lit-
tle direct evidence for the nonradiative activity of threading
dislocations in bulk GaN.

The present work is the last part of a series of
three papers; its two companion papers will be hereafter
referred to as CD1 [45] and CD2 [46]. The investigated
GaN/(In,Ga)N single quantum well (QW) sample is the
same as in CD2, only we are not performing CL measure-
ments on the cross section, but in top-view geometry, with
the QW buried at a depth of about 650 nm. The Monte
Carlo simulations accompanying these CL measurements
build upon the companion paper CD1, in which the genera-
tion volume in GaN has been experimentally determined as
a function of sample temperature and acceleration voltage.
By varying the acceleration voltage and detection wave-
length, we can probe the impact of threading dislocations
on carrier recombination and diffusion from the surface
to the well-defined depth of the QW, at which surface
effects are almost negligible. For near-surface excitation,
we determine the carrier diffusion length at temperatures
between 10 and 300 K following the procedure introduced
in Ref. [38]. The excellent agreement of the values with
the values measured independently in CD2 [46] on the
same sample verifies that the understanding of the inten-
sity contrast in terms of the piezoelectric field is sound.
For increasing acceleration voltages, the intensity contrast
remains higher than expected from the surface piezoelec-
tric field alone. Our experiments thus firmly establish
that threading dislocations in GaN with an a-type edge
component act as nonradiative line defects in the bulk.

II. PRELIMINARY CONSIDERATIONS

In GaN, excitons and free carriers coexist at temper-
atures up to room temperature, with the ratio of their
densities being controlled by the Saha equation [47]. In the
present work, the term carriers will be used to subsume
both excitons and free carriers. When we talk about the
carrier diffusion length, it thus represents a combination
of exciton diffusion and ambipolar diffusion of electrons
and holes, which we have investigated and discussed in
detail in CD2 [46], including the temperature dependence
of the different contributions. Note that at room tempera-
ture, excitons in GaN constitute only a fraction of the total
carrier population, and for the modest excitation density in
the current experiments, this fraction amounts to only 10%.
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However, from the lineshape and emission energy, we see
that the experimentally recorded luminescence intensity is
dominated by exciton recombination. This observation is
understandable since the oscillator strength of the excitons
is about 10 times larger than for uncorrelated electron-hole
pairs [48].

A schematic representation of our CL experiment is
given in Fig. 1. The sample is excited by the focused
electron beam impinging on the top surface along the z
direction. The carrier generation volume Q(x, y, z) (source)
is the region where electron-hole pairs are excited by the
scattered electrons. Its dimensions depend on the accelera-
tion voltage V and sample temperature T [45]. The beam
is scanned across the surface along the x and y direc-
tions around the dislocation outcrop at x = y = 0. Either
hyperspectral maps of the GaN near-band-edge emission
or monochromatic maps of the emission intensity at a fixed
wavelength are recorded. Close to the dislocation, excitons
dissociate and carriers are separated in the piezoelectric
field resulting from the relaxation of the dislocation strain
near the surface, which inhibits their radiative recombi-
nation [37]. The same strain field produces a band-gap
variation that is reflected in the emission energy around
the dislocations [30,32,38]. On the tensile side, the emis-
sion will be redshifted, while on the compressive side, the
emission will be blueshifted. Taking the dissociation of
excitons in the piezoelectric field into account, the effective
lifetime of the excitons is given by

1
τeff

= 1
τr

+ 1
τnr

+ 1
τE[E(x, y, z)]

, (1)

where τr and τnr are the radiative and nonradiative lifetimes
far from the dislocation, respectively, while, according to
Eq. (8) of Ref. [37], 1/τE is the position-dependent dissoci-
ation rate of the free exciton in the electric field E(x, y, z)
with the magnitude E = |E| calculated in analogy to the
field ionization probability (per unit time) of the hydrogen
atom. The effective carrier lifetime in our sample, which is
essentially the bulk nonradiative lifetime far from the dis-
locations, was measured in CD2 [46] to range from 15 ps
at 300 K to 80 ps at 10 K. The exciton lifetime in the elec-
tric field, τE , is smaller than these values for fields above
12.2 and 10.4 kV/cm, respectively. According to Ref. [37],
an isosurface for E = 10 kV/cm has a radius of around 70
nm close to the surface and extends to a depth of about 140
nm. For V � 5 kV, the generation volume does not extend
beyond the range of this field.

It is crucial for our investigation that the QW is not
directly excited by the electron beam but only by carrier
diffusion from the generation volume to the QW. Only
in this case, the spatial distribution of the QW emission
serves as a probe for the carrier distribution in the GaN
layer above and gives insights into the activity of the dis-
location line in bulk GaN. Low-temperature CL spectra

–e

Q(x,y,z) z

y
x

FIG. 1. Configuration of the top-view CL experiment at the
GaN(0001) surface (upper plane) with the electron-beam scan-
ning across the outcrop of a dislocation (vertical line), sur-
rounded by a piezoelectric field (mushroomlike shape repre-
senting an isosurface of the field [37]) induced by the strain
relaxation near the surface. The QW (bottom plane) is buried at
a depth of 650 nm.

recorded for different acceleration voltages V are displayed
in Fig. 2(a). The spectra show two CL lines centered at 357
and 450 nm, which can be attributed to the GaN matrix
and the In0.16Ga0.84N QW, respectively. To account for any
inhomogeneities of the sample, monochromatic maps used
to extract intensity profiles are recorded with a large spec-
tral bandwidth of 33 nm, as indicated for the QW emission
in Fig. 2(a).

It is clear from Fig. 2(a) that, with increasing V and thus
larger penetration depth, the contribution from the QW
emission increases strongly. Figure 2(b) shows that the
integrated intensity from the QW emission band increases
essentially linearly from 3 to 12 kV, and saturates for
higher values of V. For comparison, the same measurement
has been repeated for the sample from CD1 [45], where the
QW is sandwiched between additional Al0.11Ga0.89N bar-
riers that inhibit carrier diffusion to the QW. This second
curve is thus governed by direct excitation of the QW or
carriers excited in the barriers that reach the QW, which
evidently sets in for V > 10 kV only (the finite signal for
lower values of V originates from the optical excitation of
the QW by photons originating from the GaN cap layer).
Clearly, the signal of the QW in the sample without addi-
tional barriers is induced by carrier diffusion for all but the
highest values of V.

It is interesting to have a closer look at the signal of the
sample with barriers, since it contains information on the
vertical extent of the generation volume. In fact, the signal
can be modeled based on the energy loss profile in the z
direction computed by CASINO [50] with the same param-
eters as used in CD1 [45]. Integrating these profiles over
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FIG. 2. (a) CL spectra acquired while scanning an area of
97 μm2 on the surface of the sample under investigation for
different acceleration voltages V at 10 K. The spectra are nor-
malized by the respective electron-beam currents. For the QW
emission, the spectral window used for recording monochromatic
CL photon counting maps is indicated. (b) Integrated QW emis-
sion intensity as a function of acceleration voltage V for the
sample under investigation (circles) compared to a sample where
diffusion to the QW is inhibited by additional (Al,Ga)N barriers
(diamonds). The data are normalized to the respective electron-
beam currents to match the situation of a constant number of
electrons used in the simulations [49]. The intensity of the sample
with additional barriers is compared to two calculated depen-
dencies having no free parameter. First, the curve labeled F0 is
calculated from the energy loss depth profile obtained by simula-
tions using the software CASINO. Second, for the curve labeled
F0 ∗ G, we take into account a voltage-dependent increase of the
CL generation volume by a convolution with a Gaussian G.

the QW and (Al,Ga)N barriers—a region of 33 nm cen-
tered at a depth of 650 nm—we obtain the curve labeled
F0 as shown in Fig. 2(b). The onset of F0 occurs at slightly
higher V than in the experiment, while the slope is steeper.
As we have shown in CD1 [45], the lateral extent of the
generation volume for CL is underestimated by CASINO.
The same should apply to the vertical extent of the gener-
ation volume. In fact, convoluting F0 with a Gaussian G

prior to the integration over the QW and barriers comes
even closer to the experimental data (note that the calcu-
lation has no free parameter). Since the width σ of the
Gaussian describes the quasidiffusive spread of the carrier
distribution during the cooldown of hot carriers to the band
edges, it naturally should be similar in all directions. We
thus take this phenomenological parameter from Fig. 10(b)
of CD1 [45] and extrapolate it to higher V, assuming that
it follows a linear dependence on V.

III. EXPERIMENT

For the present experiments, we utilize a 1.3-μm-
thick GaN layer fabricated by plasma-assisted molecular
beam epitaxy (MBE) on top of a GaN(0001) template,
which in turn is prepared by metal-organic chemical vapor
deposition on an Al2O3(0001) substrate. A 3-nm-thick
In0.16Ga0.84N single QW is buried at about 650 nm below
the surface. This sample is the same as that investigated
in the preceding study (CD2 [46]), but we now collect
CL from the top surface instead of from the cross section
of the sample. Additional measurements for Fig. 2(b) are
carried out on a companion sample, grown under nomi-
nally identical conditions, where the QW is sandwiched
between two additional 15-nm-wide Al0.11Ga0.89N barriers
(the same sample as studied in CD1 [45]).

The CL experiments are performed using a Gatan mon-
oCL4 system and a He-cooling stage attached to a Zeiss
Ultra55 scanning electron microscope with a field emis-
sion gun. Unless otherwise noted, the acceleration voltage
V of the incident primary electrons and the beam current
are set to 3 kV (penetration depth of approximately 50 nm)
and 0.85 nA, respectively. The low value of V is chosen
to achieve a high spatial resolution. Hyperspectral maps of
the GaN emission around the outcrops of dislocations are
recorded using a charge coupled device detector. A grat-
ing with 1200 lines/mm and input slit widths of 0.1, 0.3,
and 0.5 mm, corresponding to spectral resolutions of 0.3,
0.9, and 1.5 nm, are chosen for temperatures of 10, 60, and
120 K and above, respectively. The hyperspectral images
are analyzed using the PYTHON package HyperSpy [51].
Additional CL intensity profiles across a dislocation core
are obtained from monochromatic CL photon counting
maps acquired for temperatures T between 10 and 300
K, varying V between 3 and 10 kV. Here, a grating with
300 lines/mm is used and the slits are opened to 3 mm to
obtain a wide spectral window of 33 nm covering either
the near-band-edge emission of GaN or the broader emis-
sion band of the buried (In,Ga)N quantum well. The beam
current is reduced at both lower T and higher V and neu-
tral density filters with optical densities between 0.3 and
2 are used to attenuate the signal to the optimum operat-
ing range of the photomultiplier tube. CL intensity profiles
extracted from these maps are integrated over 60 nm wide
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stripes. To compare the intensity contrast at the dislo-
cation, all intensity profiles presented in this study are
normalized to 1 far from the dislocation. Overview spec-
tra at low temperature are obtained using the same grating,
but with a reduced slit width of 0.1 mm (approximately 1.2
nm spectral resolution).

Simulations of both the CL emission intensity and
energy are carried out using an advanced Monte Carlo
approach [52]. The solution for the pure diffusion prob-
lem [53] has been extended to include the drift of excitons
in the strain field of an a-type threading dislocation and
to account for the dissociation of excitons in the result-
ing piezoelectric field [38]. The full three-dimensional
drift and diffusion of excitons is simulated. Details on the
algorithm can be found in the Appendix of Ref. [38]. The
value of the shear piezoelectric coefficient is taken as e15 =
−e31 [37,38], and the surface-recombination velocity is set
to S = 500 nm/ns [54]. The diffusion length L = √

Dτ is
the only parameter that is adjusted in our calculations. As
the carrier lifetime far from the dislocation is known from
CD2 [46], we essentially vary the diffusivity D. To study
the influence of the dislocation in the bulk, it is modeled as
a cylinder of radius R = 3 nm with an infinite recombina-
tion velocity on the cylinder surface. Such a treatment was
proposed in the 1970s [55–57] and has since been repeat-
edly employed also for GaN [17,58]. The choice of the
dislocation radius is motivated by the exciton Bohr radius
in GaN.

Figure 3(a) shows an atomic force topograph of the sur-
face of our sample. The atomic steps on the surface are
clearly discernible, and dislocation outcrops are visible as
nanometer-sized pits. A similar view of the surface can be
obtained by scanning electron microscopy, as seen in the
secondary electron micrograph shown in Fig. 3(b), where
again both atomic steps on the surface and the outcrops of
dislocations can be recognized easily. Figure 3(c) presents
a monochromatic CL map of the near-band-edge emission
of GaN at 10 K recorded simultaneously with the image

in Fig. 3(b). All the dislocations visible in Fig. 3(b) show
up in the CL map as extended dark spots with a diameter
much larger than the actual pit size seen in the atomic force
and secondary electron micrographs. The spatial extent of
the CL contrast is thus not determined by the pit size, as it
might be the case for samples exhibiting the characteristic
∨ pits often found for (In,Ga)N quantum wells [59].

The average dislocation density determined from a num-
ber of such atomic force topographs and CL maps amounts
to 5 × 108 cm−2, which is similar to typical densities in
structures used for commercial light-emitting diodes and
other GaN-based devices [6]. Note that the two isolated
threading dislocations in the central part of Fig. 3(b) are
likely pure edge dislocations, as they do not sit on the
apex of a hillock, but between the monoatomic steps on
the sample surface [60]. Dislocations with a spiral hillock
around their outcrop clearly contain a screw component,
but we cannot distinguish between either mixed or pure
screw dislocations.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Hyperspectral CL maps around dislocations

In CD2 [46], we have shown that the carrier diffusion
length in the investigated sample exhibits a clear temper-
ature dependence. Here, we independently examine the
relation between carrier diffusion and the CL signal at
threading dislocations for the same sample. To this end,
we follow the methodology introduced in Ref. [38] for a
freestanding GaN layer grown by hydride vapor phase epi-
taxy with a dislocation density as low as 6 × 105 cm−2.
Because the dislocation density of the present sample is 3
orders of magnitude higher, the strain fields of individual
dislocations overlap, creating a rather complex potential
landscape. Nevertheless, isolated threading dislocations
with sufficiently large defect free surroundings are avail-
able to measure both the CL intensity and energy around
the outcrop of such single dislocations.

3.0

1.5

0.0

–1.5

–3.0
1 µm

1 µm

Height
(nm)

(a) (b) (c)

FIG. 3. (a) Atomic force topograph of the surface of the investigated sample. (b) Top-view secondary electron micrograph of the
sample surface and (c) corresponding monochromatic CL map of the near-band-edge emission. The dashed rectangle in (b) marks the
area on which the hyperspectral map presented in Fig. 4 is recorded and the dotted circles highlight the investigated dislocations.
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Figures 4(a) and 4(b) show the maps of the relative
energy shift and the intensity extracted from a hyper-
spectral CL map of the near-band-edge emission of GaN
recorded in the area marked in Fig. 3(b). Automated
Lorentzian line-shape fits of the dominant donor-bound
exciton line yield the emission energy—shown as relative
shift in Fig. 4(a)—as well as the emission intensity pre-
sented in Fig. 4(b) for each pixel of the map. About two
dozen dislocations are visible within the latter map, most
of which are clustered close to each other. This proximity
leads to a partial overlap of the zones of reduced inten-
sity, but more importantly to a quite complex landscape of
the emission energy due to the superposition of the strain
fields of the individual dislocations [31]. However, two
isolated dislocations, separated from their neighbors by at
least 800 nm, are present in the central part of the map. To
highlight the dipolelike shift in emission energy at these
dislocations, we show excerpts of the relative emission
energy map around the two dislocations in Figs. 4(c) and
4(d). We use this CL map to extract profiles of both the
emission energy and intensity aligned along the dipolelike
structure of the energy contrast for the two isolated dis-
locations, as marked by the lines in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b).
The direction of the profiles is chosen to follow the maxi-
mum gradient in the energy map, while crossing the center
of the intensity dip. The angle between the two disloca-
tions is approximately 120◦, in accordance with the crystal
symmetry. Note that a misalignment of the profile direc-
tion by 5◦ results in an error for the energy shift of about
7%, which is included in the error estimate. To improve the
signal-to-noise ratio, the signal is integrated over the width
of the stripe indicated by dashed lines.

For the same two dislocations, as well as for a third one
not contained in the map in Fig. 4, we recorded hyper-
spectral maps for temperatures up to 300 K. The resulting
profiles of emission energy and intensity are presented
in Fig. 5 and compared with Monte Carlo simulations
based on the carrier drift and diffusion around an edge
threading dislocation (dashed lines). Full two-dimensional
maps of the simulated CL emission energy and intensity
for an isolated dislocation can be found in Ref. [38] for
comparison.

The energy profiles exhibit a dipolelike shift around
the dislocation, clearly indicating that we are dealing with
a strain distribution induced by either a-type (edge) or
(a + c)-type (mixed) threading dislocations (the energy
shift resulting from the shear strain induced by the screw
component is too small to distinguish between the two
types [30]). The observed line shift �E between the max-
ima and minima in Fig. 5 amounts to 0.7 meV at 10 K and
increases with temperature up to 3.6 meV at 300 K. This
shift is remarkably similar among the three investigated
dislocations. The increased noise for higher temperatures
is due to the thermal broadening of the emission lines from
3 meV at 10 K to 60 meV at 300 K as well as a decreasing
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0.2 µm

(c) (d)
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–0.5

0.5

ECL
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FIG. 4. (a) Energy shift �ECL and (b) relative CL intensity
obtained from a Lorentzian fit to the near-band-edge line in a
hyperspectral CL map recorded on the sample surface at T = 10
K and V = 3 kV. The dark spots in (b) reveal the positions of
single dislocations. Each of these dislocations is associated with
a dipolelike shift in emission energy in (a), further highlighted in
(c),(d) for the two isolated dislocations in the center of the map.
Profiles of the emission energy and intensity for these two dis-
locations are extracted along the marked lines and presented in
Fig. 5, with the dashed lines identifying the width over which the
signal is integrated.

intensity, both contributing to a reduced accuracy of the
spectral position obtained from the line-shape fit.

Concerning the intensity profiles, their width decreases
by about 40% from 10 to 300 K. At the same time, the
depth of the intensity dip centered on the dislocation (here-
after referred to as the intensity contrast) decreases, but
contrary to the energy variation, the intensity contrast
varies significantly between the individual dislocations.
The moderate decrease in width is fully consistent with
the temperature dependence of the spatial extent of the CL
generation volume as determined in CD1 [45]. Note that
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the surface recorded at different temperatures for V = 3 kV. Data for three dislocations, two of which are contained in Fig. 4, are shown
in different colors. The dashed lines show corresponding profiles obtained from Monte Carlo simulations. For the experimental curves,
the reference level of the energy shift is chosen to get an optimum match with the maxima and minima of the calculated curves.

the diffusion length for this sample has been found in CD2
[46] to decrease by a factor of 5 between 10 and 300 K.
This change in diffusion length is obviously not reflected
in the width of the CL intensity profile.

B. Diffusion length from CL maps

Based on the interpretation of dislocations as nonradia-
tive carrier sinks, various studies have aimed at deducing
the diffusion length L in GaN from the width of the CL
intensity profile around threading dislocations [1,12,39,
61–63]. The resulting values cluster at around 100–200
nm independent of the sample quality or the experimen-
tal conditions, such as the temperature. This fact casts
serious doubts on these results, since we would expect
L to depend sensitively on crystal quality, temperature,
doping, etc. In fact, we can identify two conceptual defi-
ciencies in the approach used in these previous studies.
First, in the majority of these studies, the diffusion length
has been extracted using an inappropriate approximation
of the actual solution of the corresponding diffusion prob-
lem [17,64,65]. Second, and even more important, physical
effects such as exciton drift in the strain field and exci-
ton dissociation in the piezoelectric field of the dislocation
have been neglected altogether [37]. When these effects are
properly taken into account, it becomes clear that the dif-
fusion length cannot be extracted from the CL intensity
contrast around dislocations, despite the intuitive appeal of
this method [38]. The results shown in the bottom row of
Fig. 5 confirm this theoretical prediction, since the width
of the profile changes only moderately with temperature,
while L varies by a factor of 5. It is thus no surprise that
studies based on an analysis of the CL intensity contrast

have not yielded a systematic temperature dependence for
L [1,12,39,61–63].

In contrast, the top row of Fig. 5 shows that the energy
shift around the dislocation exhibits a strong dependence
on temperature. This effect is easy to understand: the
larger the diffusion length, the higher the fraction of exci-
tons recombining far from the dislocation with an energy
close to that of the unstrained bulk and contributing to
the detected emission spectrum for a specific excitation
position. Effectively, diffusion thus smooths out the strain
dipole around the edge threading dislocation [38]. Hence,
with appropriate modeling, the energy shift facilitates a
determination of the diffusion length.

To do so, the CL energy and intensity profiles are sim-
ulated using a comprehensive, three-dimensional Monte
Carlo approach based on a classical drift-diffusion model
[38,52,53], taking into account the temperature-dependent
lateral distribution of the generated carriers as determined
in CD1 [45], the carrier lifetimes measured in CD2 [46],
and the piezoelectric field around the dislocation as derived
in Ref. [37].

The strain around the dislocation is modeled in the
framework of the elastic continuum approximation, which
predicts a diverging strain and thus band-gap energy close
to the dislocation core. An atomistic treatment of the dislo-
cation shows that the strain and thus band-gap variation
remain of course finite [66]. In the present context, the
deviation of the continuum approximation close to the
dislocation core is of no importance, since the energy vari-
ation is smoothed out by the finite generation volume [31].
Even for the lowest beam energy used here, the resulting
energy profile is flatter than that predicted by atomistic
approaches. Note that the pronounced asymmetry of the
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energy profiles originates from the shear components of
the strain tensor [38].

At the same time, the theoretical energy profile remains
significantly steeper than the profiles observed experi-
mentally (see Fig. 5), even at 300 K, and the (weak)
temperature dependence of the generation volume cannot
account for the strong variation of the energy shift in the
experiment. In fact, the CL generation volume for V = 3
kV is very much smaller than in the PL measurements of
Ref. [31], and diffusion thus becomes the dominant pro-
cess smoothing this profile. In consequence, we can use the
mentioned dependence of the energy shift on the diffusion
length to determine the diffusion length.

The simulations with L as the only free parameter var-
ied in order to obtain the best possible agreement with the
experiments are displayed in Fig. 5 [67]. Considering the
complexity of the problem, and the fact that we use only
L as adjustable parameter, the agreement for the energy
shift is very good and still satisfactory for the intensity
contrast. While the energy shift is quite robust against any
other parameter variations apart from the diffusion length,
the intensity contrast strongly depends on several param-
eters that are not well known. These parameters include
the shear component e15 of the piezotensor and the Debye
screening length associated with the background doping in
the sample [37]. Note that, for the moment, we do not take
into account a possible nonradiative recombination at the
dislocation line as it has only a negligible influence for low
values of V.

The resulting values for L are summarized in Fig. 6 and
compared to those determined in CD2 [46] using the same
sample in cross section employing the (In,Ga)N QW as
the radiative carrier sink. The values agree perfectly down
to T = 60 K. Only at 10 K, a larger diffusion length is
obtained from the energy profiles at dislocations, but the
difference is still within the error bars of the two measure-
ments. For the present measurements, the error bar actually
increases with L, since the influence of L on the energy
shift becomes weaker with increasing L. For example, an
increase of L from 150 to 200 nm results in a decrease
of �E by only 0.1 meV (see also the inset to Fig. 6).
Therefore, diffusion lengths significantly larger than 200
nm cannot be determined reliably with this method. In con-
trast, the approach is very well suited for the detection of
diffusion lengths σ/2 < L < 200 nm, with the lower limit
given by the spatial extent σ of the generation volume
determined in CD1 [45]. For room temperature, we will
thus not be able to detect a diffusion length less than 10 nm
for an acceleration voltage of 3 kV.

C. Anisotropy of the CL image at room temperature

A consequence of the short diffusion length at room tem-
perature is that in CL intensity maps the dark spot around
a dislocation exhibiting a piezoelectric field should appear
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FIG. 6. Diffusion length L as a function of temperature T. The
circles show the values of L used to simulate the energy profiles
in Fig. 5; error bars are ±20%. The crosses represent the val-
ues of L determined in CD2 from profiles of the QW emission
excited on the cross section of the same sample. Here, the error
bars correspond to 3 times the standard deviation of the mean
of several measurements. The inset illustrates the relation of the
shift in emission energy (�E) at the dislocation and the diffusion
length.

ellipsoidal instead of perfectly circular. As shown in Ref.
[38], the anisotropy of the emission intensity expected
around threading dislocations with an edge component
[37]—and thus with a piezofield close to the surface—is
smoothed out by carrier diffusion. Therefore, the dark spot
in the CL maps appears to be perfectly round for a suf-
ficiently large diffusion length. At room temperature, at
which the diffusion length amounts to only 30 nm, a slight
anisotropy of the dark spot remains in a simulated CL
intensity map as shown in the left inset of Fig. 7. Pro-
files of the GaN emission intensity across the dislocation
show a corresponding difference in width along (horizon-
tal) and perpendicular to (vertical) the orientation of the
energy dipole (Fig. 7). Experimental maps recorded at
room temperature (right inset of Fig. 7) suffer from a lim-
ited signal-to-noise ratio, but profiles extracted from such
maps exhibit an anisotropy consistent with the theoreti-
cal prediction (Fig. 7). This result constitutes an additional
demonstration of the impact of the piezoelectric field for
CL maps of GaN(0001) and of the capabilities of our
theoretical model.

D. Depth dependence of the CL intensity contrast

For the preceding study of the diffusion length, we
have worked with low acceleration voltages, where the
carriers are generated within the reach of the piezoelec-
tric field surrounding the outcrop of the dislocation at
the surface. Acceleration voltages of V ≤ 5 kV are com-
monly employed in scanning-electron-microscopy-based
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FIG. 7. Theoretical (solid line) and experimental (symbols and
dashed line) intensity profiles of the GaN CL across a disloca-
tion at room temperature. The energy dipole is oriented along
the horizontal direction, for which the intensity profiles are
slightly wider. The insets show the simulated and experimen-
tal two-dimensional maps of the emission intensity from which
the profiles are taken. For the latter, the profiles are obtained by
integrating over the respective intervals indicated by the lines.

CL measurements as they provide the highest spatial res-
olution by minimizing the generation volume. However,
under these conditions, the dark contrast at the disloca-
tions can be explained even without invoking nonradiative
recombination at the dislocation line. Hence, the common
understanding concerning the nonradiative nature of dislo-
cations with an edge component in GaN [12,30,32,39,40,
42] has to be reconsidered. In the following, we reexamine
the effect of the dislocation line on carrier recombination.
To this end, we employ measurements as a function of

acceleration voltage and thus excitation depth to probe
the sample beyond the region affected by the piezoelectric
field. Instead of recording full hyperspectral maps, we now
rely on CL monochromatic photon counting maps that can
be obtained much more rapidly in analogy to the profiles
on the cross section of a QW presented in CD1 [45] and
CD2 [46].

Figure 8 displays such profiles of one dislocation
for different acceleration voltages and temperatures. The
detection window encompasses the energy range of the
near-band-edge emission of GaN, and the profiles are
always extracted along the same direction. At all temper-
atures, the CL intensity contrast decreases with increas-
ing acceleration voltage. This effect is most pronounced
at 10 K, where we also observe the strongest absolute
intensity contrast. The reduction of this contrast with
increasing temperature is monotonic at a fixed acceleration
voltage.

The increasing contrast with decreasing temperature
would be difficult to understand without the simulations
shown in Fig. 5. In fact, both the diffusion length and the
generation volume become larger when the temperature is
reduced, which should lead to a decreasing intensity con-
trast as the contribution of carriers recombining away from
the dislocation is enhanced. However, this effect is over-
compensated by the increasing influence of exciton drift
in the strain field at the dislocation outcrop with decreas-
ing temperature [38]. The impact of drift is strongest at 3
kV, where the generation volume does not extend beyond
the reach of this strain field, which explains why the
temperature dependence is strongest at this acceleration
voltage.

Fits

FIG. 8. Profiles of the normalized CL intensity across a dislocation extracted from monochromatic CL maps for acceleration voltages
between 3 and 10 kV and temperatures from 10 to 300 K as indicated in the figure. The upper panel presents the experimental data,
while the lower panel shows corresponding Gaussian fits and some guides to the eye (dashed horizontal lines) to clearly visualize the
trend of the intensity contrast with temperature for a given voltage.
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The reduced contrast for higher acceleration voltages is
a direct consequence of the larger probe volume and the
fact that an increasing portion of carriers recombines far
from the dislocation. However, this argument applies to
both the piezoelectric field close to the surface as well as
to the dislocation line itself. As we increase the accelera-
tion voltage, the electrons are scattered to a greater depth
beyond the reach of the piezoelectric field, but their lateral
spread also increases as quantified in CD1 [45]. From the
experiments presented so far, we cannot distinguish these
two effects. Therefore, in the following, we go one step
further and examine the dislocation-induced contrast in the
emission of the buried QW in order to resolve the question
whether the dislocation line is nonradiatively active or not.

E. Nonradiative activity of dislocations

Figure 9 compares the CL intensity profiles obtained
across the same dislocation for the emission of the GaN
matrix and of the buried (In,Ga)N QW, respectively, at
T = 10 and 80 K and for V ranging from 3 to 10 kV. At the
first glance, the experimental intensity profiles for the GaN
and the QW emission seem to coincide for all measurement
conditions. However, Gaussian fits to the data indicate that
the CL intensity contrast is systematically higher for the
QW emission except for the lowest acceleration voltage
(3 kV). As a first step toward an understanding of these
profiles, it is important to recall that in CL spectroscopy
excitation is local, but detection is integral. The nonra-
diative recombination induced by the piezoelectric field at
the surface or by the dislocation line in the GaN matrix is

thus also reflected in the QW signal. In contrast, the dis-
location line in the QW itself has no directly detectable
influence on the QW signal, since only an insignificant
fraction of carriers will actually reach the QW at the posi-
tion of the dislocation after traversing a distance of up to
650 nm by diffusion. On first sight, it thus might seem
plausible that the intensity profiles for GaN and the QW
are identical. However, on closer examination, the mech-
anisms contributing to the GaN and QW CL contrasts are
actually different.

To understand the profiles quantitatively, the buried QW
is integrated into our Monte Carlo drift-diffusion model
as perfect (radiative) sink for carriers, i. e., we assume
that any trajectory reaching the QW plane counts toward
the QW emission. Thus, we can concurrently simulate the
CL intensity profiles for emission from the top GaN layer
and the QW. Again, the experimentally determined genera-
tion volume from CD1 [45], the diffusion lengths obtained
above, and the lifetimes from CD2 [46] are used in the
simulations. For the GaN signal, the depth-dependent reab-
sorption of the emission in the layer is additionally taken
into account.

In Fig. 10, simulated profiles of the CL intensity, both
for the GaN and the QW emission, are compared to a
selection of experimental profiles measured across the dis-
location. Three different situations are simulated. First, as
above, only the nonradiative recombination induced by
the piezoelectric field near the surface is considered, and
the recombination velocity at the dislocation line is set to
zero. Second, only the nonradiative recombination at the
dislocation line is taken into account, with the

FIG. 9. Comparison of CL intensity profiles across a dislocation obtained from monochromatic images of both the GaN emission
at 3.48 (×) and the (In,Ga)N QW emission centered at 2.7 eV (+) for different temperatures and acceleration voltages as indicated in
the figure. Gaussian fits to the data (solid lines) help to visualize the small, but systematic differences in intensity contrast between the
GaN and the QW emission.
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dislocation line being represented by a thin cylinder with
infinite recombination velocity. Third, both effects are
included in the simulation. Note that both the experimen-
tal and simulated profiles are always normalized to the
intensity far from the dislocation to highlight the intensity
contrast. A lower contrast should not be confused with a
higher absolute emission intensity.

As expected, the simulated curves at V = 3 kV, where
the generation volume does not extend beyond the reach
of the piezoelectric field, are only weakly affected by
nonradiative recombination at the dislocation line. How-
ever, for an acceleration voltage of 7 kV and especially
at T = 80 K, the difference between the simulated curves
with active or inactive dislocation line becomes more pro-
nounced, particularly for the QW emission. Here, it is
of importance that the QW is not directly excited by the
scattered electrons, but only by carriers diffusing from
the generation volume to the QW. Thus, carriers have to
traverse up to 650 nm to contribute to the QW emis-
sion, while the GaN emission originates from shallower
depths.

Simulations taking into account only the active dislo-
cation line, but ignoring the piezoelectric field, exhibit an
intensity contrast that is invariably lower than the actual
one. This effect is particularly clear for the GaN emission.
Note that the dislocation has been assumed to exhibit infi-
nite recombination velocity, and thus has the maximum
possible effect on the intensity contrast.

The simulations taking into account only the piezoelec-
tric field, but ignoring the active dislocation line, show a
strong intensity contrast close to the surface (for an accel-
eration voltage of 3 kV), but a very weak one far from
it (at 7 kV). In fact, at 7 kV, a large portion of carriers
is generated beyond the reach of this field. Because of
the shorter diffusion path (average trajectory length) com-
pared with carriers generated closer to the surface, these
carriers contribute more significantly to the QW emission.
As a result, the QW emission exhibits a lower intensity
contrast compared with the GaN emission. This difference
is even more pronounced for a smaller diffusion length.
Thus, at T = 80 K, the simulated profile for the QW is
almost flat, which implies that even far from the piezo-
electric field only few carriers reach the QW. The small
diffusion length at 80 K thus leads to a weak QW sig-
nal, and we had to increase the number of trajectories by
a factor of 10 compared to the corresponding simulations
at 10 K to obtain an adequate statistics, while still hav-
ing a higher noise level in the simulated profiles. In fact,
for T > 80 K, the diffusion length becomes too small to
lead to a detectable CL signal of the buried QW at the
investigated acceleration voltages, both theoretically and
experimentally.

The simulations with both the piezoelectric field and
active dislocation line (solid lines in Fig. 10) show the
opposite behavior. The intensity contrast is higher for
the QW compared with the GaN emission even though the

Dislocation only
Piezofield only
Combined effect

FIG. 10. Experimental (symbols) and simulated (lines) profiles of the CL intensity across a dislocation at different temperatures
and acceleration voltages for both the GaN emission (top) and the QW emission (bottom). The dash-dot lines show results of Monte
Carlo simulations when ignoring the effect of the piezoelectic field by treating the dislocation as a 3-nm-thick cylinder with infinite
recombination velocity. The dashed lines take into account drift, diffusion, and the exciton dissociation in the piezoelectric field of
the dislocation, while nonradiative recombination at the dislocation line is ignored. For the solid lines, both the piezoelectric field and
nonradiative recombination at the dislocation line are included in the simulations.
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contribution from the piezoelectric field is reduced. This
higher sensitivity of the QW emission for the impact of
the dislocation line is again due to the long diffusion path:
carriers reaching the QW plane have a higher chance to
interact with the dislocation line. This path becomes even
longer when the diffusion length is reduced at T = 80 K.

Overall, the experimental intensity contrast can only be
explained by taking into account the piezoelectric field
close to the surface and at the same time assuming that
the dislocation line acts as efficient nonradiative recom-
bination channel. For the deeply buried QW, the latter is
the major contribution to the strong intensity contrast. This
result demonstrates that the emission from the underlying
QW is an excellent probe for the nonradiative activity of
the dislocation in the bulk of the GaN layer up to a well-
defined depth of 650 nm. Further implications for buried
heterostructures, such as used in light-emitting devices, are
(i) that the dislocation should still act as a strong nonradia-
tive center in the quantum wells and (ii) that the impact
of the dislocation line on the luminous efficiency is then
controlled by the diffusion length in the active region.

V. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this work, we have presented a comprehensive inves-
tigation and critical assessment of the CL signal around
threading dislocations in a custom-designed heterostruc-
ture consisting of a thick GaN(0001) layer with a deeply
buried (In,Ga)N quantum well. The motivation for our
scrutiny is the recognition that the understanding of the
impact of threading dislocations in GaN on carrier recom-
bination is incomplete at best, and possibly even grossly
mistaken. Our study demonstrates that the nonradiative
nature of edge or mixed type dislocations in GaN has a
twofold origin depending on the distance from the surface.
Close to the surface, it is dominated by the piezoelec-
tric field surrounding the dislocation outcrop, which is the
cause of the dark spots observed in maps of the CL inten-
sity. Far from the surface, the nonradiative activity of the
dislocation line itself dominates. In heterostructures with
an active region buried at a depth significantly larger than
140 nm, such as used in light-emitting devices, the impact
of the dislocation line on the luminous efficiency is then
controlled by the diffusion length in the active region.

In previous studies, the spatial extent of the dark spots
in CL maps was believed to be determined by carrier dif-
fusion. In fact, most of the values available for the carrier
diffusion length in GaN were obtained in this intuitively
appealing and experimentally straightforward way. How-
ever, our investigation shows that the spot size is hardly
influenced by temperature, and is in fact rather controlled
by the spatial extent of the piezoelectric field, and to a
lesser degree by the lateral width of the CL generation
volume. We have determined the actual diffusion length
from the dipolelike energy shift of the emission at the

dislocation outcrop, and found that it varies by a factor
of 5 between temperatures of 10 and 300 K, in excel-
lent agreement with the values derived independently in
CD2 from CL intensity profiles across the buried quantum
well. This agreement supports the use of the energy shift
across a dislocation for determining the diffusion length by
cathodoluminescence measurements. Our results underline
the need for new studies of the diffusion length in GaN.
Particularly valuable would be a systematic variation of
temperature at different doping densities, as well as a com-
parison of samples obtained by different growth methods
to understand the impact of point defects on the carrier
lifetime and thus the diffusion length.
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